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Abstract: A series of aryl-functionalized alkyl dihydrazones was prepared by condensation of
succinyl or adipoyl dihydrazide and selected ortho-hydroxybenzaldehydes (2-hydroxybenzaldehyde,
2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde, 2,3-dihydroxybenzaldehyde, and 2,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde) in
solution. The obtained products were structurally characterized in the solid state by single-crystal
X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD), thermal analysis (TGA-DSC), and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy and in DMSO-d6 solution by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques. Combined
FTIR and crystal structure data point to a N–NH–C=O tautomeric form of the hydrazone parts as well
as the enol-imino tautomeric form of the aldehyde residues and a robust trans-syn conformation for
the structurally investigated ones. While the molecules retain the same tautomeric form in the DMSO-
d6 solution, they adopt several conformations, due to rotations around Car–C, C–N, and N–N bonds.
The compounds show exceptional thermal stability, with a complex degradation pattern. Slight
differences in thermal behavior correlate to alkyl chain length and aryl substituents. The in vitro
cytotoxic activity of prepared dihydrazones was evaluated on THP-1 and HepG2 cell lines, while
their antibacterial activity was tested against Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus faecalis, Escherichia coli,
and Moraxella catarrhalis bacteria. All compounds proved to be non-cytotoxic, and some exhibited
moderate antibacterial activity.

Keywords: hydrazones; tautomerism; structural analysis; NMR spectroscopy; antibacterial activity

1. Introduction

In the last few decades, hydrazones have emerged as a class of compounds associated
with a multitude of specific functions [1–3]. Owing to the stability, modularity, and acid-
base properties of the hydrazone R1R2C=N–NHR3 linkage, such systems have been well
acclaimed as anion receptors [4], sensors [5], and molecular switches [6].On the other
hand, compounds of this kind have shown biological activities relevant to the treatment of
different conditions, such as inflammation, cancer, or Alzheimer’s disease [7–13]. Moreover,
their propensity to isomerization makes them appropriate for the construction of metal-
organic assemblies, which have been extensively investigated for their biological and
catalytic potential [14–16].

The introduction of more than one hydrazonic subunit within the same molecule can
give superior functions, e.g., sensor action, bioactivity, or biding capacity, in comparison
with the monohydrazone compounds [17,18]. This is intrinsically related to greater isomeric
and tautomeric prosperity as well as redox activity of the systems [19–21]. Such behavior
can be even more pronounced if the molecular fragments connecting hydrazone subunits
are flexible (e.g., alkyl joints), as they allow spatially separated hydrazone parts to approach
closely [18,22,23].

Development of novel antibacterial agents or modification of existing ones is nowa-
days one of the vital directions in medicinal chemistry, where hydrazone scaffolds are
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considered as promising candidates [10,24,25]. While most such studies have been devoted
to monohydrazone compounds (Supplementary Materials, Scheme S1), those evaluating
derivatives with two or more hydrazone subunits are less numerous and mostly targeted at
their metal complexes [26–29]. Against this background, we chose to explore succinyl- and
adipoyl-based dihydrazones, enumerated in Scheme 1, in the solid state and in solution,
while complementing their behavior with cytotoxic and antibacterial activity assays.
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In the present study, we unveil efficient synthetic protocols towards the title com-
pounds, accompanied by a thorough solid-state analysis of the resulting compounds via
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, simultaneous thermogravimetric anal-
ysis and differential scanning calorimetry (TGA-DSC), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). A
detailed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study revealed that, in DMSO-d6 solution, all
compounds offered several isomers, while their hydrazonic subunits assumed the same
tautomeric form as established in the solid state. Finally, the examined dihydrazones
proved to be non-cytotoxic, while some of the derivatives showed moderate antibacterial
activity against the selected bacterial strains.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Synthesis

Succinic dihydrazide, adipic dihydrazide, salicylaldehyde, 2,3-dihydroxybenzaldehyde,
2,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde, and 2-hydroxy-1-naphtaldehyde were purchased from TCI and
used as received. Ethanol, used in syntheses, was purchased from Kemika (Zagreb, Croatia).

Dihydrazones were prepared by condensation of two equivalents of aldehyde with
one equivalent of alkyl dihydrazide in boiling ethanol by the following general procedure:
2.0 mmol of aldehyde was dissolved in 20 mL of hot ethanol. Then, 1.0 mmol of appropriate
alkyl dihydrazide was added as a solid to the solution. The resulting suspension was
refluxed for two hours with vigorous stirring. After cooling, the solids were filtered and
dried on air.

2.1.1. Synthesis of H4L1

Obtained by the reaction of salicylaldehyde and succinic dihydrazide. Yield: 0.29 g
(82%). White powder. Anal. Calcd. for C18H18N4O4 (354.39): C, 61.00%, H, 5.12%, N,
15.81%. Found: C, 61.19%, H, 4.87%, N, 15.40%. IR spectroscopy: 1670, 1651 υ(C=O); 1621,
1608 υ(C=N); 1573 υ(C=C); 1486 δ(N−H); 1268 υ(C(O)−N); 1203 υ(C−O). 1H NMR: δ 8.29,
8.35, 10.13, 10.14, 11.17, 11.21, 11.28, 11.29, 11.7, 11.72. 13C NMR: δ 141.4, 141.5, 146.7,
146.9, 156.7, 157.7, 168.1, 168.4, 173.4, 173.5. 15N NMR: δ 174, 179.2, 302.5, 312. Detailed
assignation in the Supplementary Material.
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2.1.2. Synthesis of H4L2

Obtained by the reaction of 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde and succinic dihydrazide.
Yellow powder. Yield: 0.28 g (62%). Anal. Calcd. for C26H22N4O4 (454.51): C, 68.70%, H,
4.88%, N, 12.33%. Found: C, 68.41%, H, 4.59%, N, 11.88%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1660 υ(C=O);
1623 υ(C=N); 1595 υ(C=C); 1467 δ(N−H); 1279 υ(C(O)−N); 1204 υ(C−O). 1H NMR: δ 8.93,
8.96, 9.16, 9.18, 11.14, 11.18, 11.3, 11.38, 11.76, 11.83, 11.85, 12.59, 12.61, 12.63. 13C NMR: δ
142.7, 142.8, 145.1, 145.2, 145.3, 158.2, 167.9. 15N NMR: δ 173.4, 179.6, 296.3, 307.7. Detailed
assignation in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.3. Synthesis of H4L3

Obtained by the reaction of 2,3-dihydroxybenzaldehyde and succinic dihydrazide.
Yield: 0.24 g (62%). Off-white powder. Anal. Calcd. for C18H18N4O6 (386.39): C, 55.95%,
H, 4.70%, N, 14.50%. Found: C, 55.72%, H, 4.96%, N, 14.19%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1669, 1642
υ(C=O); 1623, 1612 υ(C=N); 1587 υ(C=C); 1471 δ(N−H); 1268 υ(C(O)−N); 1205 υ(C−O).
1H NMR: δ 8.26, 8.27, 8.31, 9.16, 9.17, 9.43, 9.45, 9.48, 9.53, 11.01, 11.06, 11.3, 11.31, 11.7,
11.72. 13C NMR: δ 142.4, 142.5, 145.6, 146.4, 147.6, 168, 168.3, 173.2, 173.4. 15N NMR: δ 172.4,
179, 301, 310. Detailed assignation in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.4. Synthesis of H4L4

Obtained by the reaction of 2,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde and succinic dihydrazide.
Yield: 0.27 g (70%). Off-white powder. The sample was dried before elemental analysis.
Anal. Calcd. for C18H18N4O6 (386.39): C, 55.95%, H, 4.70%, N, 14.5%. Found: C, 56.01%,
H, 4.70%, N, 14.14%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1651 υ(C=O); 1628, 1613 υ(C=N); 1590 υ(C=C), 1472
δ(N−H); 1270 υ(C(O)−N); 1221 υ(C−O). 1H NMR: δ 8.13, 8.14, 8.21, 9.89, 10.15, 11.09, 11.1,
11.35, 11.48, 11.51. 13C NMR: δ 142.8, 147.7, 147.8, 158.6, 159.8, 160.7, 161, 167.7, 167.9, 172.8,
173. 15N NMR: δ 172, 177.8, 291, 300. Detailed assignation in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.5. Synthesis of H4L5

Obtained by the reaction of salicylaldehyde and adipic dihydrazide. White powder.
Yield: 0.28 g (73%). Anal. Calcd. for C20H22N4O4 (382.44): C, 62.81%, H, 5.80%, N, 14.65%.
Found: C, 62.84%, H, 5.61%, N, 14.83%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1664 υ(C=O); 1610 υ(C=N); 1556
υ(C=C); 1489 δ(N−H); 1273 υ(C(O)−N); 1219 υ(C−O). 1H NMR: δ 8.27, 8.35, 10.13, 11.2,
11.22, 11.58, 11.6. 13C NMR: δ 141.2, 147, 156.8, 157.8, 168.7, 174.1, 174.2. 15N NMR: δ 174.4,
180.6, 303, 312.7. Detailed assignation in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.6. Synthesis of H4L6

Obtained by the reaction of 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde and adipic dihydrazide.
Yellow powder. Yield: 0.29 g (60%). Anal. Calcd. for C28H26N4O4 (482.56): C, 69.69%, H,
5.43%, N, 11.61%. Found: C, 69.92%, H, 5.72%, N, 11.42%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1654 υ(C=O);
1621 υ(C=N); 1570, 1551 υ(C=C); 1466 δ(N−H); 1282 υ(C(O)−N); 1240 υ(C−O). 1H NMR: δ
8.93, 8.94, 9.12, 9.17, 11.3, 11.7, 12.6. 13C NMR: δ 142.7, 145.4, 157.3, 158.6, 168.6, 173.7. 15N
NMR: δ 174.3, 180.6, 296.1, 308.1. Detailed assignation in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.7. Synthesis of H4L7

Obtained by the reaction of 2,3-dihydroxybenzaldehyde and adipic dihydrazide. Off-
white powder. Yield: 0.18 g (43%). Anal. Calcd. for C20H22N4O6 (414.44): C, 57.96%, H,
5.35%, N,13.52%. Found: C, 57.67%, H, 5.60%, N, 13.37%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1652 υ(C=O);
1612 υ(C=N); 1564 υ(C=C); 1488 δ(N−H); 1258 υ(C(O)−N); 1220 υ(C−O). 1H NMR: δ 8.25,
8.3, 9.43, 9.44, 9.46, 11.07, 11.08, 11.22, 11.23, 11.61. 13C NMR: δ 142.2, 145.6, 145.9, 146.4,
147.8, 168.7, 174.1, 177. 15N NMR: δ 174.5, 179.9, 300.9, 311.3. Detailed assignation in the
Supplementary Material.
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2.1.8. Synthesis of H4L8

Obtained by the reaction of 2,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde and adipic dihydrazide.
Off-white powder. Yield: 0.16 g (39%). Anal. Calcd. for C20H22N4O6 (414.44): C, 57.96%,
H, 5.35%, N, 13.52%. Found: C, 58.42%, H, 5.40%, N, 13.53%. IR (ATR, cm−1): 1673
υ(C=O); 1629, 1606 υ(C=N); 1561 υ(C=C); 1447 δ(N−H); 1268 υ(C(O)−N); 1216 υ(C−O).
1H NMR: δ 8.13, 8.22, 10, 11, 11.03, 11.4, 11.43. 13C NMR: δ 142.6, 147.9, 158.5, 159.8,
160.7, 161, 168.4, 173.7. 15N NMR: δ 173.4, 178.4, 291.5, 300.8. Detailed assignation in the
Supplementary Material.

2.2. Methods

Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were provided by the Analytical Services Laboratory of
the Rud̄er Bošković Institute, Zagreb, Croatia. Powder patterns of the samples were col-
lected on a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer (Panalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) us-
ing Cu Kα radiation, PIXcel3D detector, and automatic divergent optics on zero-background
sample holders in Bragg−Brentano geometry. The patterns were collected in the 2θ range
between 4◦ and 40◦, with a step size of 0.0066◦ and counting time of 32.7 s/px. Data were
evaluated using X’Pert Highscore v4.9 software (Panalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands).
FTIR ATR attenuated total reflectance spectra were recorded on a Nicolet iS50 spectrometer
(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with diamond ATR stage in the spectral
range of 4000 to 400 cm−1. A total of 16 scans were co-added for each spectrum at 1 cm−1

resolution, with a total acquisition time of ~30 s. Data were evaluated using OMNIC
software (version 8, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Combined thermogravimetric
analyses/differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC) was conducted on a Mettler-Toledo
TGA/DSC 3+ thermobalance (Mettler-Toledo, Columbus, SAD) with aluminium crucibles
under dynamic nitrogen stream of 50 mL min−1 in a temperature range between 25 ◦C and
300 ◦C, while the heating rate was set to 10 ◦C·min−1. The results of experiments were
processed with Mettler Toledo STARe Evaluation Software (version 16.10, Mettler-Toledo,
Columbus, SAD).

High-quality single crystals of H4L4·2H2O H4L6 and H4L7 were grown from the
DMSO solutions. Diffracted intensities were collected on a Rigaku XtaLAB Synergy diffrac-
tometer (Rigaku Oxford Diffraction: Oxford, UK) equipped with Dualflex source (Cu Kα

radiation, λ = 1.54184 Å) and a HyPix detector using ω-scans. The crystal was kept at
170 K during data collection. Data were prepared using the CrysAlis program package
(1.171.41.92a; Rigaku Oxford Diffraction: Oxford, UK) [30]. A summary of general and
crystal data, intensity data collection, and final refinement parameters is presented in Table
S1 (Supplementary Material). The structures were solved with dual space methods using
SHELXT [31]. The refinement procedure by full-matrix least-squares methods based on F2

values against all reflections included anisotropic displacement parameters for all non-H
atoms. Hydrogen atoms bound to carbon atoms were placed in geometrically idealized
positions and refined by the use of the riding model with Uiso = 1.2Ueq of the connected
carbon atom or as ideal CH3 groups with Uiso = 1.5Ueq. Hydrogen atoms attached to het-
eroatoms were located in the difference Fourier maps at the final stages of the refinement
procedure. Their coordinates were refined freely but with restrained N−H distances of
0.86(2) and O–H distances of 0.82(2) A. All refinements were performed using SHELXL [32].
The SHELX programs operated within the Olex2 suite [33]. Geometrical calculations and
molecular graphics were performed with Mercury [34]. Crystals of other compounds/solid
phases were found unsuitable for single-crystal diffraction analysis due to small size and/or
low crystal quality.

NMR spectroscopy. 1D (1H, 13C-DEPTq) and 2D (COSY, 1H-13C HSQC, 1H-13C
HMBC, 1H–15N HSQC, 1H–15N HMBC) solution-state NMR spectra were recorded on
a Bruker Avance III HD 400 MHz/54 mm Ascend spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, USA)
equipped with a 5 mm PA BBI 1H/D BB Z-GRAD probehead using standard Bruker pulse
programs in the range of 25 ◦C to 75 ◦C. DMSO-d6 was used as solvent and TMS as an
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internal standard for proton and carbon chemical shifts. Nitrogen chemical shifts were
extracted from 2D 1H–15N HSQC/HMBC spectra and reported relative to liquid ammonia.

In vitro biological studies. The cytotoxic properties of examined dihydrazones were
tested against acute monocytic leukemia (THP-1, ATCC TIB-202) and hepatocellular car-
cinoma (HepG2, ATCC HB-8065) human cell lines using the MTS assay [35] according
to the protocol that was provided in a previous study [36]. Their antibacterial activity
was tested as described previously [36] against two Gram-positive, i.e., Staphylococcus
aureus (ATCC 29213) and Enterococcus faecalis (ATCC 29212), and two Gram-negative, i.e.,
Escherichia coli (ECM 1556) and Moraxella catarrhalis (ATCC 23246), bacterial strains by the
broth microdilution method and according to CLSI guidelines [37].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis and Solid-State Characterization

Synthesis of the title compounds was achieved by condensation of alkyl dihydrazide
and the appropriate aldehyde in a 1:2 molar ratio and proceeded straightforwardly. Ethanol
was chosen as the ecologically most benign solvent, although syntheses can be performed
in, e.g., methanol with comparable outcomes. Since the starting alkyl dihydrazides and
resulting dihydrazones are poorly soluble in any solvent other than DMSO, to assure
reaction completion, mixtures were vigorously stirred and heated for two hours.

Except for H4L4, which crystallizes as the dihydrate, i.e., H4L4·2H2O, as determined
by X-ray diffraction (vide infra), analysis of the remaining members of this series gave
no concrete evidence for the presence of crystal solvents and were treated as essentially
non-solvated. H4L4·2H2O is not stable at ambient conditions and starts to lose crystal
water after exposure to such conditions (Supplementary Material, Figure S4), while the
other compounds show a mostly featureless and flat m(T) curve up to 170 ◦C (Figure 1,
Supplementary Material, Figures S1–S9). Nevertheless, prepared dihydrazones show an
interesting contrast in thermal behavior above 170 ◦C. Even though all of the investigated
compounds show relatively high thermal stability, those derived from succinic dihydrazide
start decomposing at around 200 ◦C, while the ones derived from adipic dihydrazide
exhibit much higher decomposition onset points at around 270 ◦C. It must be pointed out
that TG and DSC curves reveal that these compounds do not simply melt but experience
complex phase transitions and degradation processes upon heating (Supplementary Ma-
terial, Figures S1–S8), in some cases coupled with several endo- and exothermic events,
as seen for H4L4 (Supplementary Material, Figure S4, Note S1). It should be noted that
the observed patterns seen on the DSC curves do not seem to reflect straightforwardly the
nature of the aldehydic or hydrazonic residues of the investigated compounds. Indeed,
in-depth insight into the pathways and mechanisms of thermal degradation for the inves-
tigated compounds will require a significant experimental and theoretical effort. Similar
complexity in thermal behavior was previously established for a series of carbohydrazides,
close relatives of compounds investigated here [36,38]. Finally, it is interesting to note that
compounds derived from dihydroxybenzaldehydes are not so resilient to heating as their
salicylaldehyde or napthaldehyde counterparts.

FTIR spectroscopy. All FTIR-ATR spectra (Supplementary Material, Figures S10–S17)
of the investigated compounds are fairly similar and strongly suggest that all isolated
compounds exist in the solid state in the same tautomeric form, the enol-imino one, when
considering aldehyde residues, and have their hydrazone linkages in the N–NH–C=O
form. In all cases, the spectra are characterized by a set of superimposed bands in the
region between ≈2800 cm−1 and ≈3500 cm−1, which are assigned to stretching of N–H,
O–H, and C–H functionalities. Stretching vibrations of the amide C=O group (amide I
band) are observed around 1660 cm−1, while the stretching vibrations of the imine C=N
and the C=Car moieties of the aldehyde residues appear at ≈1620 cm−1 and ≈1550 cm−1,
respectively. Comparing the position of the amide I band in the spectra of H4L1–H4L8

with those observed for similar compounds suggests the involvement of the C=O moiety
in extensive hydrogen bonding [36,38,39]. For H4L2,39 H4L4, H4L6, and H4L7, this is
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unambiguously confirmed by structural studies via X-ray diffraction (vide infra). Finally,
the bands arising from the N–H deformations appear at ca. 1470 cm−1, whereas the
stretching vibrations of the C(O)–N and C–O functionalities are found at ≈1260 cm−1 and
≈1210 cm−1, respectively.
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Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. During this study, H4L2·DMSO, H4L4·2H2O, H4L6,
and H4L7 were obtained in the form of crystals of suitable size and quality for single-crystal
X-ray diffraction experiments (Supplementary Materials, Figures S18–S21). The measured
crystal structure of H4L2·DMSO is essentially identical to the one reported in the literature
(Supplementary Materials, Note S2) [39]. Careful analysis of relevant bond lengths and an-
gles (Supplementary Materials, Tables S2 and S3) reveals that the investigated compounds
assume a N–NH–C=O form, considering their hydrazone parts, while the aldehyde parts
exist in the enol-imino form (Figure 2). As expected for aroylhydrazones derived from
ortho-hydroxybenzaldehydes, an intramolecular hydrogen bond O1–H1···N1 stabilizing
the molecular structures is established in all cases, while the molecules adopt trans-syn
conformation (Supplementary Material, Table S4, Figures S22–S31). Nevertheless, there
are subtle conformational differences in the molecular structures of the investigated com-
pounds, with H4L7 showing centrosymmetric geometry, H4L6 revealing two symmetrically
independent but still centrosymmetric molecules (one being planar and the other skewed),
and H4L4 failing to achieve inversion symmetry due to slight canting of the aryl rings.
In the case of H4L6 and H4L7, which contain planar molecules, the distance between the
two coplanar subunits of dihydrazone ligands is ≈0.77 Å for H4L7 and ≈0.68 Å for the
planar molecule of H4L6. The skewed molecule of H4L6 has an interplanar angle of the
phenyl rings only ca. 2◦, but its interring distance is considerably shorter than in the planar
molecule: 16.8 Å vs. 19.4 Å, respectively. It seems reasonable that a combination of planar
and skewed molecules in the crystal structure facilitates the packing of bulky naphthyl
substituents. Similarly, aryl subunits in H4L4 are not coplanar, forming an angle of ca. 6◦,
with a shorter intercentroid distance of 15.8 Å due to a shorter alkyl linker.
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presented as spheres of arbitrarily small radii.

Crystal packing in H4L4·2H2O, H4L6, and H4L7 are dominated by hydrogen bonds
established between the amide functionalities (–NH–C=O) of the molecules and remaining
available hydrogen donors and acceptors (Figure 3; Supplementary Material, Table S4,
Figures S32–S36). In H4L7, only two hydrogen bond motifs are achieved, one being a
C1

1(10) chain formed between a C=O amide fragment and the 3-hydroxy group of an
aryl fragment and the other being a C1

1(7) chain between an amide N-H moiety and
the 2-hydroxy group of an aryl fragment [40]. However, these two simple interactions
combine, affording complex hydrogen-bonded networks, such as a supramolecular R8

8(60)
ring consisting of only the C1

1(10) chain motif, a R6
6(70) supramolecular ring comprising

the C1
1(7) chain motif only, and various supramolecular rings when the two motifs are

considered in combination. In H4L6, hydrogen bonding scenarios are a bit simpler, as only
the amide fragments can interact. Here, the main supramolecular motif is a C4

4(26) chain
consisting of two pairs of symmetrically independent molecules interacting through amide
subunits. Finally, the crystal structure of H4L4·2H2O shows quite a rich variety of hydrogen
bond motifs due to the presence of water molecules. The supramolecular structure can
be satisfactorily described as a layered one, relying on hydroxy functional groups and
water molecules as hydrogen bond donors and the amide C=O groups and, again, water
molecules as hydrogen bond acceptors. The para-hydroxy group is responsible for building
the layer, forming, among others, a R6

6(78) supramolecular ring motif, while the interaction
of an ortho-hydroxy group together with water molecules connects the layers into a three-
dimensional supramolecular network. From the solid-state structural standpoint, it can
be concluded that the obtained ligands have robust electronic and geometric features,
deviating slightly from the most symmetric ones due to intermolecular interactions or
packing constraints. This is quite the opposite of the behavior in solution.
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3.2. NMR Spectroscopy

Tautomeric equilibria and conformational space for compounds H4L1–H4L8 in DMSO-d6
solution were explored via NMR spectroscopy (Supplementary Material, Figures S37–S42).
When carefully examining molecular structures of H4L1–H4L8, it is clear that they can afford
several tautomeric forms (Supplementary Material, Schemes S2 and S3). Due to intramolec-
ular O–H···N proton transfer, typical for ortho-hydroxy Schiff bases and aroylhydrazones,
aldehyde residues of each subunit of H4L1–H4L8 can exist in the enol-imino or keto-amino
tautomeric form (Supplementary Material, Schemes S2 and S3). Additionally, hydrazone
functionality can undergo tautomeric equilibrium to yield the N–NH–C=O or N–N=C–OH
form (Supplementary Material, Schemes S2 and S3). For the evaluation of such complex
systems in solution, techniques of multinuclear (1H, 13C, 15N) NMR spectroscopy are irre-
placeable and regularly employed [36,38,41–46]. Namely, nitrogen chemical shifts, δN, as
well as carbon signals, δC, of the functionalities involved in the tautomerization will greatly
differ. For example, the pure enol-imino form (considering aldehyde residues), where no
intramolecular O–H···N hydrogen bonding occurs, will expectedly give δN signals around
330 ppm (referenced to the NH3(l)). In the case of intramolecular O–H···N hydrogen bond
formation, the imine nitrogen δN signal will be shifted upfield, to ca. 280 ppm. However,
the change in the tautomeric form will cause a dramatic δN upfield shift to values ranging
from 140 ppm to 180 ppm. A comparable situation is observed for the carbon signals,
δC, where typical values for the pure enol-imino form are ≈150 ppm, whereas those for
the pure keto-amino form are expected to appear at about 180 ppm. However, one must
keep in mind that, in the case of fast conversion of tautomers, only one set of signals, δN
and δC, will appear, reflecting the time- and space-averaged contribution of each tautomer
in the mixture. Similarly, shifts of δN and δC are expected to follow the change in the
tautomeric form, i.e., N–NH–C=O/N–N=C–OH, of the hydrazone functionality. For the
investigated compounds, δN values appear at ≈300 ppm and at ≈170 ppm for N1 and N2
atoms, respectively (Supplementary Material, Table S5 and S6). On the other hand, values
of δC for the C2 and C8 atoms are found at ≈140 ppm and at ≈170 ppm, respectively (Sup-
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plementary Material, Table S5 and S6). This reveals that, in DMSO-d6 solution, H4L1–H4L8

predominantly occur as enol-imino tautomers, when considering both of their aldehyde
subunits, while the related hydrazone parts assume the N–NH–C=O form.

Besides the potential to yield several tautomeric forms, H4L1–H4L8 can also afford
an impressive collection of isomers in solution (Supplementary Material, Schemes S2 and
S3). The total number of isomers existing in the solution at a given temperature will
depend on the energy barrier of the rotation around particular bonds, which again will
be reflected in the rate of conversion between isomers. While the rotation around the
carbon–nitrogen bond of the –(C=O)–NH–linkage will give rise to cis and trans isomers, the
rotations about N–N and Car–CH are associated with the presence of syn, anti, syn’, and
anti’ conformers (Supplementary Material, Schemes S2 and S3) [23,47–51]. As expected
by the presence of two subunits which can assume the same or different conformations,
the NMR spectra of all compounds investigated here are extremely complex, showing
that in each case there are several isomers/conformers present in the solution at 25 ◦C
(Supplementary Material, Figures S37–S42). Namely, for compounds H4L1–H4L3 and
H4L5–H4L7, for some atoms, up to four sets of signals were observed, while for H4L4 and
H4L8, even six sets of signals could be distinguished (Supplementary Material, Tables
S5 and S6). However, due to severe overlap of the corresponding signals, unambiguous
assignment of the conformer types, without the aid of quantum chemical calculations, was
not possible. Based on the comparison with the relevant literature data and considering
significant spectral features, it seems reasonable to conclude that the detected isomers
constitute two large groups, one of the cis and the other of the trans type, the trans one
being more populated [47–50]. Within each group, we anticipate, there exist different
isomers/conformers, syn, anti, and syn’ (considering only one subunit), due to rotations
around other available bonds (Supplementary Material, Schemes S2 and S3). Such a
scenario is supported by the temperature-dependent NMR measurements, which reveal that
heating of the DMSO solutions for H4L1–H4L8 from 25 ◦C to 75 ◦C results in convergence
(coalescence) of signals, leaving in all cases only two sets of signals, one related to the group
of trans isomer(s) and the other to the group of cis isomer(s) (Figure 4, Supplementary
Material, Figures S43 and S44).
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3.3. In Vitro Cytotoxic and Antibacterial Activity

The dihydrazones reported here were tested for their cytotoxic activity against THP-1
and HepG2 cells, and their antibacterial activity was assessed on S. aureus, E. faecalis, E. coli,
and M. catarrhalis bacterial strains. The bioassay results are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. The IC50 values and minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of the dihydrazones.

Compound
IC50/µmol L−1 MIC (µg mL−1)

THP-1 HepG2 S. aureus E. faecalis E. coli M. catarrhalis

H4L1 >100 >100 >256 64 >256 16
H4L2 >100 >100 >256 16 128 8
H4L3 >100 >100 >256 >256 >256 128
H4L4 >100 >100 >256 >256 >256 >256
H4L5 >100 >100 >256 16 >256 256
H4L6 >100 >100 >256 16 16 16
H4L7 >100 >100 >256 >256 >256 >256
H4L8 >100 >100 >256 >256 >256 128

staurosporine 0.32 30.75 - - - -
azithromycin - - 2 8 0.25 0.25

The determined IC50 values (the concentration of the compound required to decrease
cell viability by 50%) higher than 100 µmol L−1 show that all of the examined dihydrazones
can be considered non-cytotoxic against the THP-1 and HepG2 cell lines. This result
encouraged us to investigate the antibacterial activity of these compounds. In general, MIC
values (the lowest concentration at which no growth of bacteria is observed) equal to 64 mg
mL−1 or higher indicate that the examined dihydrazones show negligible or no antibacterial
activity towards the tested bacterial isolates. Furthermore, some of the tested dihydrazones
with MICs in the range 8–16 mg mL−1 demonstrate selective activity against M. catarrhalis
and E. faecalis which can be characterized as substantial to intermediate. However, the
anti-M. catarrhalis activity of these compounds is notably lower when compared to the
relevant antibiotic azithromycin. When the effect of the aldehyde moiety on the activity is
compared, the highest activity is exhibited by the dihydrazones derived from 1-hydroxy-
2-naphthaldehyde and salicylaldehyde, while those originating from 3-hydroxy- and 4-
hydroxysalicylaldehyde show the lowest activity. The enhanced antibacterial activity of
H4L1, H4L2, H4L5, and H4L6 could be explained by the increased lipophilicity of these
compounds and their easier passage through the cell membrane.

4. Conclusions

Alkyl dihydrazones were straightforwardly prepared by condensation of succinyl
or adipoyl dihydrazide with selected ortho-hydroxybenzaldehydes utilizing conventional
solution synthesis. FTIR and structural studies in the solid state revealed the enol-imino
tautomeric form of the aldehyde residues and a N–NH–C=O tautomeric form of the hydra-
zone functionalities. For the structurally characterized compounds, trans-syn conformation
was established, with slight differences in molecular geometry. Unlike in the solid state,
in DMSO-d6 solution, molecules adopted several conformations while retaining the same
tautomeric form, arising from rotations around C–N, N–N, and Car–C bonds. This study
clearly demonstrates the conformational richness for this class of compounds, which cer-
tainly deserves further research, including a wider set of compounds and support by
quantum chemical calculations.

None of the dihydrazones caused cytotoxic effects on THP-1 and HepG2 cells under
the tested conditions. Some of the dihydrazones reported herein showed moderate anti-M.
catarrhalis and anti-E. faecalis activity. These results suggest that the further modification of
this type of compound could lead to new agents with enhanced antibacterial ability.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst12081175/s1, Table S1: General and crystallographic data;
Tables S2 and S3: Selected bond lengths and angles; Table S4: Geometry of hydrogen bonds and π···π
interactions; Figures S1–S9: TGA and DSC thermograms; Figures S10–S17: IR-ATR spectra; Figures
S18–S21: Comparison of PXRD patterns; Figures S22–S24: Molecular structures; Figures S25–S36:
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